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IDEA CREATORS

Creating Ideas
Committed
Pioneering
Dynamic
Successful
Fast

To us, this means taking on your complex problems with loads of
creativity and enthusiasm.
That’s why we‘re continually testing new technologies in in-depth
research and development projects. To this end, we have a unique range
of innovative production processes at our disposal – processes which
enable the creation of individual solutions which are well thought out
down to the smallest detail and which make it possible for us to
continuously create ideas for your success thanks to their economic
efficiency and outstanding quality.

Mould Making
Injection moulding
technologies
Mould production
Project services
Service and support
Sampling

With our innovative technologies, we offer high-performance
moulds which ensure maximum productivity thanks to the shortest
possible cycle times and long service life.
You‘ll be accompanied by a direct contact partner for the entire
duration of the project, from the design phase to automated
production and ongoing quality assurance to assembly and initial
serial production.
Cooperation begins before the actual start of the project so as to
offer you the best possible ideas for your injection moulding tool
based on your individual requirements and needs.

Machine
Engineering
Serial machine
manufacturing
Special machine
engineering
Depth of production
Project services

When it comes to serial machine manufacturing, we offer economical
solutions for everything from single modules to entire machines, all
from a single source.
Even highly specialised requests are no problem – our special machine
engineering provides you with one-off productions perfectly tailored to
your individual needs.
Of course, our highly qualified personnel also accompanies you with
innovative ideas for the entire duration of the project and beyond.

Research
& Development
3D printing
Conformal cooling
New technologies
Research projects
Network and partners

Thanks to our in-depth research and development work embedded in an
international network of renowned partners in industry and science, you‘ll
secure continuous competitive advantages through the use of innovative
technologies.
Your advantage: You‘ll benefit from solutions and innovative optimisation
potential which already fulfil the requirements of tomorrow, today.

Why
Hofmann

Individual

Economical

Innovative

No two problems
are the same.
This is why we only
provide solutions
individually tailored
to your specific
requirement profile.

As an economically
strong partner with
nearly 60 years of
experience, we offer state-of-the-art
production processes
with a high capacity
for utmost adherence
to deadlines.

Thanks to our
in-depth research and
development work,
you‘re able to secure
future-oriented
solutions for today
which others won‘t
benefit from until
tomorrow.

Reliable
With comprehensive
simulation processes
and detailed
feasibility studies,
we ensure that you
can rely on our
solutions.

Fast
High production
capacity, a variety
of different technologies and the wealth
of experience of our
employees make record-breaking response
times possible on
our end.

Automotive
Industrial
Household

Industries

Medicine
Electrical industry
Packaging
Other industries

Our extensive expertise opens up wideranging possibilities.
As our employees regularly expand their
own horizons, you benefit from new ideas
thanks to our cross-industry knowledge.

Outlook
Visionary
Innovative
Determined

A pioneering spirit and innovativeness have made us an
internationally leading producer of moulds and machines, and
these virtues are firmly rooted in our company culture. Our ideas
accompany you on a successful path to the future – to find your
best possible solutions for tomorrow, we‘ve got our eyes firmly
fixed on the developments of the future.

